
MAINE SWIMMING, INC. | Maine Swimming Athletes Committee Meeting Minutes
5 pm via Zoom

9/3/20
Mission Statement: Create opportunities and provide resources to promote excellence in Maine swimming

Vision Statement: You CAN get there from here!

Present: Kristy Barry (Chair), Ali Bragg, Emma Farnham (Secretary), Mckayla Kendall (late),
Keegan McKenney, Sadie Woodruff, T.J. Willis

Absent: Brim Peabody, Ethan Schulz

Guests: Taylor Rogers (General Chair)

Motion To Approve 8/29/20 Minutes made by T.J Willis second by Sadie Woodruff.

Topic: New Athlete Committee Member and Virtual Athlete Summit
Kristy discussed and we all agreed that if our communication improved and we all worked
together and the committee would continue to be comprised of the same people/
Kristy began by discussing that we had decided to go with an AEC member for the
facilitator. Taylor confirmed that our summit would be virtual and that we might be able to
get Anthony to be able to go virtual. Kristy said that Jack Swanson said that we have
between 30 and 40 people. Kristy said that our time range is about 3-4 hours.  We are
potentially thinking… 1.5 hours of leadership styles and values, 1 hour of LSC governance,
30 minutes of goal setting/ Q and A (potentially with Anthony). We are thinking of having
breakout discussion groups in between each session and then having a five minute break
after as well.
1.5 hours of leadership styles and values at 50 minute mark 5 minute break then at the end
a 10 minute discussion and 10 minute break
1 hour of  LSC governance at 30 minute mark 5 minute break then at the end a  10 minute
discussion then 10 minute break
30 minutes of Q and A with Anthony
We discussed what we want the applicants to get out of this summit. Some ideas where
what is their role in the LSC, how governance works. How to be more effective leaders in
Maine Swimming.
We decided that heavy duty stickers would be the best way to go because we can use the
stickers for both the cars and water bottles. We also think that magnets would be a good
idea.
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Then we decided on white swim caps.
In order to be more active on social media and also to make sure that social distancing is
taken seriously some of the older swimmers are going to post videos wearing their masks.

To Do List:
1.) Send out the application.
2.) Decide who will be posting the mask videos and when.


